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About Our Club
The Sydney Bush Walkers Club was formed in 1927 for the purpose of bringing bushwalkers together; enabling
them to appreciate the great outdoors; establishing a regard for conservation and promoting social activities.
The Club‟s main activity is bushwalking but we also have other activities such as cycling, canoeing and social
events.
Our Walks Program (published quarterly) features day walks on most Saturdays and Sunday, some midweek
walks and overnight weekend walks. Extended walks are organised in areas such as the Snowy Mountains and
the Warrumbungles, as well as interstate and overseas trips.
Our meetings start at 8pm and are held on Wednesday evenings (See Social Program) at Kirribilli Neighbourhood
Centre, 16 Fitzroy Street, Kirribilli (near Milsons Point Railway Station).
Visitors and prospective members are welcome
Office Bearers
Members are welcome to contact the
following officers on club matters:
President:
02 8087 1825 (w)
02 99043370. (h)
0413662370 (m)

Ian Wolfe
president@sbw.org.au

Vice President:
02 99572137(h)
0408 210 552 (m)

Margaret Carey
vicepresident@sbw.org.au

Secretary:
8212 5468(h)

Helen Lalas
secretary@sbw.org.au

Trips Secretary:
0434 968 793 (m)

Tony Holgate
activities@sbw.org.au

Treasurer:
8920 2386 (h)

Leigh McClintock
treasurer@sbw.org.au

Membership Sec:
02 9960 1640 (h)

Vivien de Remy de Courcelles
membership@sbw.org.au

New Members Sec:
02 9960 1640 (h)

Emmanuelle Convert
newmembers@sbw.org.au

Magazine Editor:
4284 0616 (h)

Melinda Turner
editor@sbw.org.au

Communications Sec: Karl Miller
9489 6607 (h)
communications@sbw.org.au
Social Secretary:
9130 7263 (h)

Kathy Gero
social@sbw.org.au

Conservation Sec:

Pam Campbell
conservation@sbw.org.au

Skills Enhancement Sec: Richard Darke
skillenhancement@sbw.org.au
Delegates to:
Confederation
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Jim Callaway
9520 7081 (h)
David Trinder:
9542 1465 (h)
confederation2@sbw.org.au

www.sbw.org.au

The President Says
In mid January I had a pleasant paddle on the
Kangaroo River to confirm that the “water
accessible” Orienteering Markers of our course
were still fine – this emphasised what a good job
the Sydney Catchment Authority had done in
spraying (at our urging) the Lantana along the
banks – you can take comfort that your taxes
have been well spent (in part)
We finally caught up with Gemma Gagne (who
lives in Qld) at sunset at the Dot Butler Lookout,
to award her with her Commendation for her
years of conservation work
Speaking of Dot, we have unearthed some
fabulous old articles about her and uploaded
them
to
the
web
site
at:
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pgsbw-history.seo I am certain that you will agree
that the photo of her climbing Belourgery Spires
in the Bungles in bare feet has to be a classic
wilderness activities shot
Some of you may have heard that Patrick
McNaught gave his head a good bang on a recent
NPA paddling trip, and ended up in hospital for
a while. Patrick is now back at home and due to
recommence work at the end of February. He is
definitely on the mend (however, the rock he
hit is still “wobbly”). When paddling, please
actively consider wearing a helmet and a life
jacket, even in seemingly placid water
We have nominees for most of the Committee
positions which will become vacant at the AGM
- However, in the spirit of facilitating
democratic completion, more candidates are
encouraged to put their names forward
The “Office of Environment and Heritage” will
be conducting a visit to Coolana on Monday 27
Feb to work out the mechanical details of the
potential Conservation Agreement – observers
are welcome
Continued next page
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The President Says

There is a Basic Skills Enhancement Workshop for Prospectives, to receive coaching and to go through the
“Q Tests”, on Saturday 25 Feb
The Club‟s Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held on Wednesday 14 March 2012, from 7.35 pm at the
Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre – the Agenda and Report for 2011 is attached – after the official business
there will be Wine and Nibbles and a Lucky Door Prize in the form of a nice bottle of Red – please seek to
diarise this date and come along to have your say and a vote, followed by some socialising and networking
The annual Reunion will be held on the Weekend of 17-18 March (please mark your diaries) at Coolana – and
there will be a rich variety of activities – on a sober note we will also pay our respects to Frank Rigby, one
of our Iconic Leaders, by scattering his ashes under the magnificent towering Blue Gum Tree on the Western
Flat
We are working closely with a Software company to add the capability to conduct Membership applications,
renewals and change of details online, via our web site
Somewhere on the Track
Ian Wolfe
President SBW

From the Editor
Hi everyone,
As many of you may know, I have been the editor for some time now and it is time for a change.
Renee Gruber will be taking over the editor‟s role, and an editorial team made up of Jason Lorch and James Cryer
will support her. This will allow greater flexibility if the editor is away, and allows the workload to be spread more
widely. Please continue to show Renee the same wonderful support that you have shown me.
My sincere thanks to everyone who has contributed, and shown support over the past three years.
See you out there on the track soon.
Melinda Turner editor@sbw.org.au

Letter to the Editor
As you may be aware there are many SBW members who live in north west Sydney and who walk the Great North
Walk in the Berowra Valley Regional Park. My organisation--The Redgum Bushland Committee- has been active since
1987 and we were successful in our lobbying efforts from 1987 to 2002 in finally achieving the inclusion of 13
hectares of high quality bushland with high conservation value included into the Berowra Valley Regional Park. The
bush would have been bulldozed for housing if we hadn‟t alerted the State Govt. of its high conservation value. The
bush is now known as Stringybark Ridge.
We are now suffering the invasion of the mountain bike lobby that have successfully convinced the state govt to
select our bush that WE saved from the bulldozers for a very damaging bike track construction right through the
endangered forest communities and fauna habitat. See NPWS map attached. The irony is sickening.
The proposal is an insult to the hard work of our community in saving this bushland.
We are supportive of mountain bike use in national parks but on existing fire trails with safety features added not in
virgin bush particularly sensitive bush such as ours here at Stringy Bark Ridge where endangered communities and
species are present. The decision to pick Stringybark Ridge for the bike track sets a very worrying precedent for the
future of our parks under the O‟Farrell government. It is also very worrying that the O‟Farrell govt. depends on the
Shooters Party to get legislation through the parliament. While Berowra Valley remains a regional park it is a sitting
duck to numerous high impact sports groups and commercial interests. It is a gross anomaly that it remains a
Regional Park when Lane Cove has National Park status with only a fraction of the ecological value-species diversity
etc. of Berowra Valley RP.
Please contact Geoff for more information. His email address xcyt@optusnet.com.au
Regards,
Geoff Dowsett. (SBW member since 1980 / ph. 9484 0321)
A pdf of the proposed track can be downloaded from this link:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/parks/cycling/bike_schofields.pdf
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We Need to Limit the Size of the Magazines (a bit)
Due to rising printing and postage costs for the hard copy Magazine (i.e. once a quarter) the Committee feels that
we need to move to control the growing size of the magazines.
We are going to trial the following guidelines in upcoming editions of the newsletters and magazines:
 Individual articles for magazine to be limited to two A4 pages (with photos) i.e. make them short and
punchy with the highlights – as this will also make them more readable for the masses
 Leaders to minimize your contributions for the Walks Report section to 15 lines in the table (If you want to
write a longer piece, turn it into an article for the magazine or newsletters)
 Articles for the electronic newsletters are not affected by size, so scribe away to your heart's content, but
we suggest that a length of 3 pages will aid readability by others

From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings from the Committee Meeting on 1st February 2012
 2012 AGM Report formulation
 Finalisation of the 2012 Budget
 Skills enhancement activity planning
Next meeting: Wednesday 7th March 2012

2011 New Years Eve Bash / Windarra Lodge
David Trinder ran his annual trip to Windarra Lodge at Smiggins Holes between Boxing Day and New Years Day. This
week - long trip staying in the lodge is always a very enjoyable experience, and we traditionally end it with a party
on New Year‟s Eve.
But let me say, this New Year‟s Eve was something special.
Apart from the 20 or so members that were staying in the lodge, members from two other SBW parties that were
down in the Snowies at the time came along to help us celebrate.
David had suggested a „RED‟ theme. And „RED‟ it was! As you can see, the party was a resounding success.
Melinda Turner

Recognize any one???

Please welcome the following new members
Inma Suarez
Anna Thorwart
Calogero Panvino
Kevin Cheung
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Social Secretary Report
Kathy Gero
I would like to thank all members and guests who contributed to making the Social Nights in 2011 and early 2012
such huge successes - either with their presentations or being part of the captive audience.
This year most presentations were by fellow club members who so willing gave of their own free time to entertain
us and their efforts have been greatly appreciated as demonstrated in the very large turnouts (over 30 in most
cases!). On behalf of all members I would like to thank Tom Brennan, Ian Wolfe & Kenn Clacher (CANYONING
TALK), Vivien & Emmanuelle (ROGAINING), Maureen Carter (MEANDER to MELBOURNE), Richard Pattison (SUMMIT of
7 HIGHEST PEAKS), Lesley Clarke & Kenn Clacher (PERU TREKKING), Clare Holland with Karl Miller (TRICKS of TIGER
WALKERS) and Ondrej Ivanic (MAURITIUS & LA REUNION).
Special thanks to our guest presenter, Pamela Johnson on Acute Mountain Sickness.
As always, our Mid Winter Feast and Xmas Party were most successful.
Please come and enjoy your 2012 "armchair” membership of SBW with your new Social Secretary, Christine McColl.

The current state of the “Election Slate” for the 2012 Committee
The nominations that have been received to date are:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary & Public Officer:
Treasurer:
Communications Secretary:
Skills Enhancement Secretary:
Membership Secretary:
New Members Secretary:

Ian Wolfe
Margaret Carey
Helen Lalas
Leigh McClintock
Shahram Landarani
Richard Darke
Sue Bucknell
Vivien de Rémy de Courcelles

We still need an Activities Secretary
In accordance with Clause 15.4 of our current Constitution “If the number of nominations received is equal to the
number of vacancies to be filled, the persons nominated are taken to be elected.” – so, in order to give the
Members some choice, and to inject some healthy competition, further nominations are actively encouraged.
If you feel you would potentially like to contribute, and one of these roles appeals to you, please email or ring the
President & Secretary at president@sbw.org.au and secretary@sbw.org.au to have an exploratory chat (and
Nominations Forms [ Word and PDF] can be found on the Resources Page of our web site at:
http://www.sbw.org.au/contentcommon/pg-resources-members.seo and we can find people to support your
nomination (these need be received by COB 6 March 2012)
The Associate Secretary roles (which are not formally “on the Committee”) include:
Conservation Secretary:
Social Secretary:
Magazine & Newsletter Editor:

Pam Campbell
Christine McColl
Renee Gruber

We still need a Business Manager

Grant from the Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA)
for Conservation at Coolana

Our application to the SCA was successful, and they have generously provided $4,520 to be used over the next 12
months at Coolana. This will be used for the purpose of controlling the noxious weeds (spraying, slashing cutting
and pasting) and revegetation etc.
SBW Committee / 18 Jan 2012
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Proposed Membership Fees for 2012
As you can see from the Report for 2011, the Club is in a very good financial position (as a result of diligent
management by the Committee). We did have a small surplus, and this was due to the planned spending on the
web site enhancements being delayed a bit. After looking at the fees charged by other clubs, and conducting a very
thorough review of our forecast income, expenses, strategic plans and level of Reserves, the Committee will be
recommending at the AGM that:
We can be munificent, and that the Membership fee for Single Members, who elect to receive electronic
communications, be reduced to $37.50 (from $45). This will align to the current fee rate for two Members
(who have selected electronic communications) in a Household i.e. $75 divided by 2 = $37.50. This will
allow this Household Fee type to be discontinued (to allow the functioning of the Database to be
streamlined and facilitate conversion to online processing of renewals
All other Membership Fee types to remain unchanged.
We have looked very carefully at the fees for Members who elect to receive posted communications.
However, the rising cost of printing and postage ($7+ per Magazine) precludes a reduction (and from a
“bean counter” User Pays perspective, would actually support a rise in fees. However, the Committee‟s
view is that we can afford to do some cross subsidisation for at least the next year – and we encourage
Members to actively consider converting to electronic communications wherever possible)
In respect of our “Financial Reserves”, we are holding an amount equal to our annual expenditure on prudential
grounds. The additional funds are earmarked to fund the web site enhancement initiatives.
The actual fees will be determined by a Vote of the Members at the AGM – so, please consider the issues and come
along to vote.

A Voluntary Conservation
Agreement (VCA) for
Coolana? –
Pros & Cons
As foreshadowed in the December Newsletter, and updated in the January Newsletter, the Committee is
investigating the potential appropriateness of a VCA for Coolana. This on the basis that the area around the existing
Shelter Shed/Toilet and old Farmhouse site are excluded from the VCA, in order to preserve the potential
commercial resale value of the property. (For those visiting Coolana the area has been marked out with Star Pickets
with white flags). Note: there is no plan to actually build a house or to sell the property.
Facts:
1. The Council Planning regulations require that a block in our area be at least 40 hectares for a house to be
able to be built on it
2. The 4 freehold portions we own comprise just over 40 hectares, 99% of which is zoned “7 (e) (Environment
Protection "E" (Escarpment)” with limited land use options (and subject to council permission – and getting
this to run cattle or grow crops would be very unlikely).
3. The proposed area for the VCA excludes the Sydney Catchment Land we hold under a Deed of Licence (the
river flats) and the block at the top to the east of the car park, which we hold under a Permissive Lease
from the Lands Department
4. When a VCA is finalised, the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) instruct the local Council to reduce
the rates for the area included in the Agreement. Under the Local Govt Act the Council have no
discretionary power in this situation
5. The OEH has provided us with a Draft of the Agreement – this has proceeded through a review by the
Coolana Sub Committee, our Honorary Solicitor and the Management Committee – the OEH has agreed to
our minor modifications and the Draft Agreement is available on our web site for review at:
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-coolana-bird-survey-and-kangaroo-valley-nsw-flora-andfauna-surveys.seo
6. Further
information
is
available
from
the
OEH
web
site
at:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/cpp/ConservationAgreements.htm
VCA Pros:
1. The rates would reduce by 90+% i.e. an annual saving of approximately $1,500+
2. Does not retard/restrict our traditional or envisaged usage of Coolana in any material manner
3. Adds formal substantiation for future Grant funding applications in the years ahead
4. Does not reduce the theoretical resale value (probably enhances it, due to the reduction in Rates)
6.
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A Voluntary Conservation Agreement (VCA) for Coolana? –
Pros & Cons cont.
5. The VCA gives access to:
a. additional Grant funding
b. additional and focused technical advice for conservation
6. The VCA is in full conformance and advances the:
a. “Objectives” of the Club and the Coolana Clauses contained in our Constitution
b. Clauses of the Era Trust Deed
VCA Cons:
1. It‟s another Legal document we need to keep track of and adhere to
2. There is an ongoing reporting requirement to the OEH and occasional inspections (this is nothing significant,
and the equivalent of what we have already, or in the process of, putting in place to ensure the
professional management of the property)
3. Would not allow us (and any future owner) to:
a. Construct Mountain Bike, Trail Bike and Quad Bike tracks across the property
b. Harvest firewood for commercial resale - almost certainly not viable when the small income is
compared to the extraction costs (fuel, vehicles, sales etc)
Next Steps:
1. The OEH and NPWS will conduct an on site inspection in on Monday 27 February, in-conjunction with SBW
Representatives, to finalise the mechanics of the Agreement
2. The OEH will book a Surveyor to confirm the boundaries and to survey the potential house site block (which
will not be part of the VCA) – OEH pay the costs
3. Members will debate a motion at the AGM to empower (or not) the Committee to proceed to finalise and
sign the Agreement
4. The Survey Report will be conducted and added to the Agreement (April/May?)
5. The Agreement will be posted on our web site (and advised in the Magazine) for review/comment for a set
period (30 days?) – opportunities for feedback from Members will be offered i.e. a “focal session, and a
General Meeting (if needed) etc
6. The Committee will finalise deliberations and sign the Agreement (or not)
Members are encouraged to communicate with the Committee to asks questions of clarification, or to raise
perceived issues, by email or post to the Secretary (secretary@sbw.org.au or our PO Box)
The SBW Committee / 2 Feb 2012
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Alpine Christmas
Vivien De Remy De Courcelles
For the Christmas break, we went back to the Victorian Alps
that we had visited for the first time three years ago. We
wanted to see more of it so planned on a 9 day walk taking on
some of the best sights of the Mt Bogong and Mt Feathertop
area. Calogero was the only volunteer to come with us.
Here is a summary in photos of the 9 days.
We followed the track notes of Glenn van der Knijff in one of
the guides publish by Wild magazine. Look it up if you want to
know the exact route we followed.

Emmanuelle and Vivien

We were very pleased and rather surprised when we weighed
our packs before leaving: both Emmanuelle and I started with a
16 kg pack including 2 litres of water and a 3 man-4 season tent
for the 9 days. That was probably as heavy as our packs were 3
years ago for 3 days! In the meantime we learnt a lot from some
of our fellow members of Sydney Bush Walkers. The purchase of
a food dehydrator certainly helped having lightweight yet
delicious and filling meals.
We love the huts of the High country, whatever their origin.
There are the historic cattlemen huts such as Wallace dating
from 1889, the gold miner‟s huts such as Spargo, the huts built
for recreation purposes and safety such as Cope hut dating from
the early twentieth century or the newer Derrick hut. We
particularly appreciated that Weston hut has been rebuilt after
being destroyed by the 2006-07 fires since it allowed us to
weather a hail storm.

Cope Hut

Most of the time, the huts come with the luxury of toilets. In 9
days we only had to go bush once! The most impressive toilets
have to be at Cleve Cole memorial hut with its four cubicles.
We stayed at some terrific campsites; it was hard to pick a
favourite but the one at the top of Diamantina spur amongst the
snow gums was particularly beautiful. The sunset light on Mt
Feathertop and the Fainters only improved the surroundings.
At this time of the year, the mountains are coloured by the
many wild flowers.
Brumbies are always an exciting sight. The mare calling her
mate less than 50 metres away from our camp at 11.25 pm was
less enjoyable and the stampede was rather scary: how does a
tent resist these playful animals, this remains a mystery!

Toilets at Cleve Cole

The views from the summits and ridges were mostly beautiful
but we visited Mt Feathertop before the lookout opened for the
day!
We had a few showers and even hail the first couple of days but
otherwise the weather was great for bushwalking and even
sampled a few of the waterholes. We also had frost on the
fourth night!
In what appears sometimes to be a landscape of gentle rolling
hills, it is surprising to sometimes find waterfalls and swimming
holes. We did our best to try them all!

Tarn and daises
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Another feature of the High Country is the snow gums looking
like ghosts when they are burnt, and showing their beautiful
patterns when they are not.
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Kariwoga Ridge / Jan 7
Caro Ryan

Beautiful swimming hole on the Grose

A spectacular day without a cloud in the sky. For a Short Notice Walk (with 2 days notice) a great turnout. This
was a reflection of people‟s desire to still do walks in Summer, not necessarily canyons. A good group, we made
good time to the head of the Grose River Walking Track in 1 hour from the cars. Descended towards the Grose with
the sounds of some birds and walkers chatter.
This was a walk that the leader originally did in Winter, with the promise to return in Summer and take advantage
of the amazing swimming pools along the Grose. We kept to this promise, by having our first swim at the bottom of
the Grose River Walking Track at the big bend in the river with a huge double Olympic pool size pond.
After drying off, we ploughed headlong into the task of walking along the river on the south bank, trying to follow
what parts of the Engineers Track we could find. Alas, in the first 1km, there is very little evidence there with
scrub slowing us down a little. After going at 1km/hr along the bank, we stopped at the next nice pool in 1 hour for
another swim.
For such a hot day, this was beginning a nice routine!
From this point on, the scrub improved and led us quicker along to the LONG lunch (and 3rd swim spot) at the
junction of Springwood Creek, in about 1.5km/hr. Lunch was a leisurely 1hr 20 min with lots of time in the cool
and beautiful river, sunning ourselves on the rocks of the small rapids and preparing ourselves for the climb up
Kariwoga Ridge. We filled our water bottles about 150m up Springwood Creek (still dropping Aqua Tabs in just in
case… it‟s in the Grose Valley after all!) at a beautiful shady spot where the water flowed well over rocks and
turned to begin our climb.
The first 300m is a trackless, breathless ascent up the nose of the ridge on scree and loose rocks. Some walkers
claimed it was a 60-degree incline! Once up this initial nose, it was then the matter of making our way along this
very clearly defined „ridgey-didge‟ ridge. A slight breeze cooled our ascent and made for a welcome respite from
the heat of the day. Using the excuse of admiring the great views, the Leader called several water/breath stops
along the ridge and we settled into the routine of gradual ascents, drops in to small saddles, all along this lovely
feature. It includes some great rock hopping and scrambling opportunities. The ridge seemed to have an elastic
nature as the day stretched on. Day light saving is great for these walks – long days, lots of light.
We finally arrived back at the firetrail at 6pm, popping out and surprising a lone teenage boy walking back along
the track that‟d spent the night at Wentworth Cave and had lilo-ed down the river that day. On the way back to the
cars, we passed his Mum, walking out with cool drinks and his 2 other walking buddies. We wondered where our
cool drinks were as most of us had run out of water at this point too! (Nb: most of us drank 4 litres of water that
day).
We arrived at the cars at 6.50pm and headed straight for dinner at the Lappo and well deserved Shandies! Great
day, beautiful part of the world that is rarely visited.
Participants were:
Caro Ryan
Evelyn Subagio (P)
Geoff Lovell (P)
Paul Notholt (P)

Jim Close
Natalia Veinberg (P)
Sid Majumdar (P)
Geoff Kelly (V)

Marianne Watt
Shane Barrie (P)
Calogero Panvino (P)
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Holts Heaven and Upper Dumbano Creek / January 7
Michael Keats

Climbing Pagodas in Holts Heaven

A vehicle shuffle was undertaken with one being placed at the end of the walk at GR 481 858 and the other at the
start, GR 463 965. At 0900, we set off, initially following an old access road towards spot height 1032. After about
400m this road forks and the left hand fork provides access to the headwaters of an unnamed north flowing
tributary of Bungleboori Creek, GR 468 968. This was the road followed.
The real merit of this for our purpose was that it led into the backstage area of Holts Heaven. At GR 465 775, I
spied through the vegetation a viewing platform. We trooped out to it and stood on the edge marvelling at the
massive individual pagodas. About 300m in front of us, was a towering, honey coloured pagoda. It was my
navigational beacon and the furthest west position to be before heading north.
The ramp down from the viewing point was so easy it was laughable. I knew it could not last and it did not. Soon we
were in decision-making territory; which pagodas to climb and which to circle around? The first one was a climb up
followed almost immediately by a climb down. We entered a mini canyon system that had one member of the group
repeatedly saying „wow‟. As we exited, I noted that we had already reached my beacon pagoda. We now headed
north skirting the base of a major pagoda. Almost simultaneously, Rodney and Brain advised of separate slots up. I
opted for Brian‟s „slot‟, which looked awesome. It also had a slight twist in that it was not possible from the bottom
to see whether it went all the way to the top. It was a magic slot.
After about 10m of climbing a large rock overhung in the slot. As Brian called it, it was negotiable but with
difficulty. Rodney who at this stage was in the middle of the party spied a dubious exposed rock ramp to the left. In
seconds, he was up it and pronounced that with a set tape we could climb it, walk an exposed shelf and then reenter the slot above the overhung rock. My 20m tape, plus Rodney‟s 5m rope were commissioned and up we went.
The slot above the rock shelf was a dream climb. After another 20m or so a parallel rock shelf to the one at the top
of the climb was too tempting for me, I left the slot and went out onto the nose of this ever higher pagoda. It was
absolutely stunning! Being a platy type pagoda (sometimes called step cones) movement was easy and the views,
well backstage was never so good.
After everyone went exploring for a time we reassembled for morning tea with views, some food and lots of
adrenalin. Some how 25 minutes had passed and it was time to move on if we were to visit the Dumbano Tunnels At
1055 we made a move, climbing to the top of A Slice of Heaven pagoda, then heading north for about 50m, crossing
more slots and pagodas to pick up the west east traverse to change watersheds. After about 200m of travelling
east, the old access road that heads north from spot height 1032 was followed for a distance of about 300m before
it disappears, right on the national park boundary.
Next we had to push through some rather unattractive scrub for about 1200m crossing out of the Newnes State
Forest into the Blue Mountains National Park. To have some respite from this very hard country, we stopped at GR
466 977 for a drink. At 1143, GR 478 979, after sliding down a wet hanging swamp for about 130m we climbed a
pagoda for a vantage point that provided an overview of the upper reaches of the Dumbano Creek and the Suboir
Tunnel complex – another awesome piece of country. We could see several parallel ramps down, each an option to
enter into the Dumbano Creek.
As I explained to the group the Dumbano Creek is an extraordinary mix of horrors and delights, mixed up in no
apparent order. Soon we would experience the full spectrum. After assessing the various ramps in view it was fairly
clear that any one of then would suffice. The pagoda was descended and the 300m or so ramp followed down. The
first 250m were fine and easy. The last 50m were an example of the Dumbano at its worst. For a while we used
fallen logs to stay above the tangle mess of ferns and rubbish but ultimately there was nothing else for it but to
take the plunge.
Rodney reached out for a sapling, leapt on to it then used it as a fireman‟s pole to reach the ground. We each
experimented with different methods and ultimately success. The Dumbano was not finished with us yet. We
10.
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Holts Heaven and Upper Dumbano Creek / January 7 cont.
dropped into a side creek only to be confronted with a nonnegotiable 2m waterfall. Somehow we spied a way
ahead that included an open rocky section. I now knew
where I was, only a short clamber away from the
downstream exit of the last tunnel. I let the group enjoy
the sense of discovery as they went forward down into a
fern filled void that resolved into the lower tunnel.
The Dumbano or Suboir Tunnels were named by the Sydney
University Bushwalkers in the 1970s. The tunnel complex is
really a compound canyon with many deep, narrow,
convoluted ways of the most remarkable beauty. In many
sections, the Dumbano Creek has cut down through the
rock strata so quickly that views of the sky are very
restricted and you need to visit when the sun is at the
zenith to really have enough light to take photos.
It was now 1230 and we made out way to the glorious big
cave or grotto where two tunnels meet at a very acute
angle. It was time for more superlatives to be used.
The dimensions of this grotto are big. It would be 20m high,
35m wide and 35m deep. The back wall is fed by
percolating water and supports serried ranks of rich green
ferns. Scattered around the gently sloping floor are ancient
tree ferns. The entrance is guarded by Coachwood trees
and marked by a unique tight, „V‟ shaped climbable pagoda
that leads to the top of the cliffs.
In the Dumbano Tunnels

It was a perfect spot for lunch and contemplation of yet
another marvel of natural erosion. The GR is 487 974. At
1335 with packs back on we climbed the „V‟ pagoda, and
once on top were able to look down into the canyon
complex, and also back into the big grotto where we had
lunch.
From above there is little indication of the glories below.
Having secured a wonderful high position it soon became
apparent we had climbed an island pagoda and the neat
line I had drawn on the map was not going to work.
Descending our pagoda was another great experience
involving a compulsory leap of faith over a very deep
narrow slot, GR 480 972. A further descent, and the last
crossing of Dumbano Creek for the day, 1402, GR 481 971,
followed this.
As we were leaping around the area I noted that the
Dumbano Creek disappears under very large fallen rock
before circling around in a serpentine manner yet again.
We now started on the hot humid climb up to spot height
1014. The vegetation was dense and the climb seemed to
go on forever. I think I drank the best part of a litre of
water in the 1100m distance between Dumbano Creek and
the vehicle at GR 480 958.
It was a real plus to have a vehicle at the walk end point
reached at 1445.
Participants were:

The hairpin bend cave from the internal exit ridge,
Dumbano Tunnels

Michael Keats
Tam Khuat
John Kennett
Chris Dowling
Lucy Keating
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Walks & Other Activities / January 1 - 31
Stephen Brading
Leaders:
After an activity please email the completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report Form to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au
Please send this within 48 hours and keep your copies, as these are legal documents.

Date, Walk Location & Route
WED 4 JAN – Mid week Activity –
Beach Picnic at Balmoral Beach :

Activity Participants
Bill Holland
& 30 others

Activity Report:
When we got there, the southerly was howling and the sky was ominous, but as soon as we
started to play Boules, the wind abated and the sky cleared (a bit). The 30-35 members then
enjoyed a balmy evening by the seaside. The Boules was a success with 6 sets magically
emerging, and there was much firm grasping of steel balls and lots of petanqueing. The fish and
chips were up to par, as were the various libations.
SAT 7 JAN – Day Walk – M222E
Q
Blue Mountains NP:
Faulconbridge Ridge – Grose Rd – Grose River Walking Track – Grose River (glimpses of
Engineers Track) – Springwood Creek Junction – Kariwoga Ridge (Knife edge) – Faulconbridge
Ridge – Grose Road.
See article on page 9
SAT 7 JAN – Day Walk – S223
Blue Mountains NP:
Holts Heaven and Upper Dumbano Creek.
See article on page 10

8km

SUN 7 JAN – Day Activity – S222E
Canyon Grade 3
Mt Wilson Area- Geronimo Canyon:
3 abseils, to 20m
Walk Report:
Stephen Comment: - Perfect weather for a nice walk to and from this pretty canyon. A good day
out in good company. Unfortunately, on the way down to the start Marion took a tumble down
the hill and was lucky to only have a bruised face and eye as a result.
SUN 8 JAN – Day Activity – S222E
Canyon Grade 4
North Grose Area- Yileen Canyon:
1 short day, 4 abseils, to 45m. One short swim and wades. Magnificent canyon sections.
Walk Report:
Stephen Comment: - Back to cooler cloudy weather for this spectacular canyon. The last abseil
of 50 metres looking out over the Grose Valley is really special (particularly for a chicken like
me) and great fun once you get started. It is the biggest single drop I have ever done.
SUN 8 JAN – Day Walk – S111 (Easy/Medium)
Brisbane Water NP:
Point Claire-Koolewong Ridge – Woy Woy.
Walk Report:
There were 20 participants on this short notice walk. The day was fine, and mostly cloudy. Our
party headed uphill into the bush from Point Clare station. After a rest stop with views across
Fagan‟s Bay we continued on bush tracks and fire trails to the Egyptoid site where there are
over 100 mock hieroglyphic images expertly engraved onto cliff faces in a narrow defile
between two rocky outcrops. Rangers first noticed the carvings in the mid 1970s, and the
numbers gradually rose over the ensuing years. In 1984 a Ranger found an old Yugoslav man
using a chisel to carve another engraving. No action was taken against him because he was
mentally retarded. He was not seen again. However more carvings continued to appear,
presumably carved by enthusiastic copycats. From this site we made our way to Waterfall
Creek for lunch beside a lovely babbling brook. Afterwards we returned to the ridgetop to enjoy
fabulous views of Brisbane Water before making our way down to Woy Woy Bay via a steep foot
tack. At Woy Woy we finished this pleasant day with milkshakes before heading home.

Rod Wales
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Marion Davies
Frank Hartigan
Huw van Rees
Jodie Dixon
Rod Wales
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Marion Davies
Frank Hartigan
Huw ap Rees
Michael Bradburn
Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Geoff Budd (P)
Pam Campbell
Geri Vaughan (P)
Misako Sugiyama
Rolf Marsden
Christine Edwards
Pamela Irving
Rosemary MacDougall
Glen Draper
Klaus Umland
Jill Whitney (P)
Linda Willard
Lisa Sheldon
Helen Lalas
Don Andrews
Subhash Devabthini (P)
Antra Kalnins (P)
Nicole Bailey

In 1770 the astronomer, Jean-Dominique Cassini wrote, “It is far better to have absolutely
no idea of where one is - and to know it - than to believe conﬁdently that one is where one is not”
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Walks & Other Activities / January 1 - 31 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
TUE 10 JAN – Midweek Walk – S111 (Easy)
Bondi and Beyond (Evening):
Clovelly to Coogee with optional return:

FRI 13 JAN – Midweek Walk – M231
Blue Mountains NP:
Evans Lookout – Govetts Leap – Junction Rock – Grand Canyon & Neates Glen - Evans Lookout
Walk Report:
The day was sunny with a few stops in the creek to cool off.
SAT 14 JAN – Day Walk –
Killalea State Park:
Walk “Farm Beach” and “Mystics Beach” to the entry of Minamurra River.
Walk Report:
The weather was cool when 13 of us (6 SBW, 6 NPA and 1 visitor) walked from my house at Shell
Cove to the Killalea Lagoon, The Farm Beach, Mystics Beach and on to the sand spit at the end
of Killalea Beach where the Minamurra river meets the sea. A long lunch, some swimming and a
return via littoral rain forest and through a "The Links" golf course to reach my house in time for
late afternoon drinks and an evening barbecue
SUN 15 JAN – Day Walk –
Kiama Costal Walk: Minnamurra River to Werri Lagoon
Walk Report:
This day started with very heavy rain at around 7 - 8am and the weather clearing to overcast,
threatening but very little rain during our walking time. Heavy rainfall further north saw trains
replaced by buses and a mess up to our starting time. However, 14 of us (8 SBW and 6 NPA)
walked the coastal track from Kiama to Werri Beach. We had intended to walk along the
Minamurra River and over the headland but the late start and threatening rain persuaded us to
return to Shell Cove for a cup of coffee and finish.
SUN 15 JAN – Day Walk – M221
Q
20km
Mt Kuringai Circuit:
Mt Kuringai Station – Berowra Creek Cowan Station – Cowan Creek – Mt Kuringai Station
Walk Report:
The heavy early morning rain did not inspire confidence that the walk would go ahead as
planned but by the time we met at Mt Kuring-Gai, the weather gods were smiling on us and the
rain lifted. We therefore set off down Lyrebird Gully to Berowra Creek. The creek was running
strongly in places and one or two tricky crossings need to be negotiated. Most of us got wet feet
(or worse). We had morning tea at the junction with the Great North Walk and from there we
headed north and the ascent up to Berowra. On the way we saw two male lyrebirds. At Berowra
we had lunch and an opportunity to „de-leech‟. After lunch we made our way down the
Waratah Track to Cowan Creek with a few more leech encounters and one or two snakes. The
fish were jumping by the time we stopped for an afternoon break beside Cowan Creek. From
there it was a quick ascent up the track to Mt Kuring-Gai Station (and a swamp wallaby sighting
on the way).
For those who took a punt on the walk going ahead, it was an enjoyable day in a very scenic
part of northern Sydney.
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Activity Participants
Richard Brading
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Antoniya Bachvarova
Nigel Weaver
Geoff Coleman
Patrick James
Bill Holland
Fran Holland
Melanie Brading (V)
Hannah Brading (V)
Plus 3 more

Greg Bray
Jan Mohandas
Margaret Mohandas
Geoff Bishop
Jenny Putt (V)
Bill Holland
& 5 Others

Bill Holland
& 7 Others

David Bell
Lynette Preston
Marina Chan
Glenn Draper
Helen Lalas
Misako Sugiyama
Robert Bettis
Karlie Wilson (P)
Joanna Penney (P)
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Walks & Other Activities / January 1 - 31 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
WEEKEND 14-15 JAN – Weekend Activity – SM233E
Wollemi NP – Colo River Rafting :
Canoe Creek-camp at the junction of the Wollangambe-King Rapids - Bob Turners Track.
Activity Report:
The trip went as planned with various highlights: 3 boats punctured within the first 200m; 1
boat damaged beyond repair; emergency boat deployed; most rapids attempted even with the
leader‟s dictum of “let’s portage on Saturday to ensure the boats survive”; big thunderstorm
during the night with fears of flooding but no problem, one boat badly damaged with 8km left
but was nursed home with the aid of team members taking turns to puff it up mid-paddle in the
long pools. Final highlight other than surviving, the group saved a father and son stuck in the
last rapid before Bob Turners‟ track. Two long days in the water but fairly enjoyable given the
poor weather.
SAT 21 JAN – Midweek Walk – M231
11km
Blue Mountains NP:
Evans lookout, Govetts Leap, Junction Rock, Beauchamp Falls and Evans lookout
Walk Report:
An overcast day but humid. The walk went well with no problems.

SAT 21 JAN – Day Walk – M222
Cowan Station – GNW – Porto Ridge - Brooklyn
Walk Report:
On the way to Cowan, the weather was not very enticing for spending a few hours at the beach
as was originally planned. We made our way along the GNW nonetheless but by the time we
reached the turn-off to Taffys rock, the light drizzle had turned to rain. Since we were
drenched, there was no point going to the beach so we stayed on the GNW. We stopped for a
long morning tea under a dry overhang while hoping for the weather to clear but listening to
the rumble of a storm. Later on, we left the GNW to walk on Porto ridge. After a bit of wet
bush bashing, we found the track that goes to Peak Hill. Lunch was had under another
overhang, more cramped than the first one. We then quickly arrive in Brooklyn and caught the
first excessively well air-conditioned train back to Cowan! It is unfortunate that one of the two
showers forecasted by the BOM lasted 6 hours but at least we were in great company.
SUN 22 JAN – Day Walk – M222
Munmorah SRA:
Caves Beach - Catho Hill Bay - Timber, Frazer & Red Ochre Beaches.
Walk Report:
Very mild for a January day, with sprinkles of rain, mixes sun and cloud, and a cooling southerly
breeze in our faces. The surf was huge, meaning few wanted to swim at the usually outstanding
Bogey Hole due to waves breaking over the swimming hole.
The Pirate‟s Cave was also harder than usual to get into, due to the high surf, but most of the
group still elected to do so. It is the highlight of the walk.
After the car re-shuffle, we retired to the Catho Pub for dinner. A satisfying day and a good
group.

Activity Participants
Richard Pattison
Sue Bucknell
Jason Lorch
Rebecca Lorch
Melissa Thomas (V)

Greg Bray
Sandra See
Mary Liu
Owen Kimberley
Michelle Powell
Chris Dowling
Virginia Waller
Maximilian Stummer
Rosetta Lee
Vicki Zhang
Klaus Umland
Tim Sutherland
Peter Cunningham
Gary Munks
Vivien de Rémy
Courcelles
Calogero Panvino
David Angel
Emmanuelle Convert
Evelyn Subagio (P)
Yolima Carillo (P)
Seth Wenger (V)
Christian Vallence
Janet Curline (P)

de

Richard Darke
Gillian Whitney (P)
Tim Yewdall
Carina Dennis
Nima Zarbakht
Rosemary MacDougal
Renee Gruber
Andrew Vilder
Alex Vilder (V)
Joanna Penney (P)
Julian Martin
Christophe Boddem (P)
Bridgette Clarke (P)
John Robb (P)
Rolf Marsden
Jim Close
Pamela Irving
Jai-Wei Zhu (P)

Have you seen the latest issue of the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs Magazine?
If not, you can download it at:
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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Walks & Other Activities / January 1 - 31 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
(a)

Activity Participants

26 JAN to 29 JAN – Multi Day Walk – S333

Morton NP: - Ettrema & Jones Creeks
Quiera Clearing - Myall Creek - Jingles Pass - Ettrema Creek - Camp at Junction of Jones Creek
- Jones Creek side trip to mine - Ettrema Creek - Transportation Spur - Quiera Clearing. 4 days
to enjoy spectacular river walking,
Walk Report:
Thursday the weather was kind till we were on the cliff top above Ettrema Creek then a solid
shower wet everything. The GPS readings were reliable on this trip and we descended Jingles
Pass per the GPS location. I am almost certain this was not the pass Yvonne and I used two
years ago indicating that we used Naked Pass instead (easier). The wet conditions made the
extreme slope with some exposure at the top very difficult and our pace down to the bottom
could be described as glacial. At the bottom Ettrema Creek was unrecognisable as it was
practically dry. During the drought on two previous visits there was up to 10 times more water
flowing. As a result, we assumed we were in Myall Creek. (Note to self, use the GPS to verify
location even if it seems obvious using map and compass). We camped that night near the point
where we entered Ettrema Creek. Friday we walked to Jones Creek, which had a similar flow of
water to my previous two visits. This was greater than the water flow in Ettrema creek. After
setting camp we walked up to Jones Creek. The rock shelving was wet and very slippery making
the going difficult. Toni decided to stop at a pool for a swim and David stopped at the top of
the waterfall before the start of the limestone section where the mine is located. Yvonne and I
found the mine as it was when we visited two years ago indicating few if any people had been
there since our last visit. The weather on this day was overcast with light rain. We enjoyed a
fire at the Jones Creek campsite that night. Saturday we slept in and had a comfortable walk
down to Transportation Spur including time to swim in a deep pool on the way. This was the
first dry day. We camped at the base of Transportation Spur. Sunday we climbed Transportation
Spur and then made our way across the country reaching the car at 1pm. Lunch at the upmarket
Nerriga Pub then the long drive back to Sydney.

Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Antoniya Bachvara
David Angell

Accommodation in the Kangaroo Valley
As an alternative to camping at “Coolana”, there is the option of hut accommodation at “Chakola” (which is on the
right a couple of kms before Coolana on the road to Tallowa Dam). This is the facility run by Conservation
Volunteers Australia, who orchestrate a large number of conservation projects across Australia, primarily staffed by
young visitors from overseas.
The Property has 16 small rustic cabins, which can accommodate up to 37 guests. Cabins are basic but comfortable,
and range in size from single, twin share and double to 4-share dormitory-style rooms ($30/head). Bed linen is
available upon request for $7. Amenity blocks with showers and toilets are a short stroll from the cabins. A camp
kitchen and dining area is available for self-catering.
They are primarily set up to take groups of 10 or more, but the Managers have advised that they often have
families, couples and singles stay. Michael or Camille Delmenico
– Ph 02 4465 2430
chakola@conservationvolunyeers.com.au
Facilities include:
 BBQ
 Commercial grade kitchen stocked with all cooking utensils
 Shower and toilet blocks
 Table tennis and dart board in communal recreation area
 Wood heater with comfortable seating
 Training and Education Room for up to 37 people (i.e. as a Conference venue)
 Access to DVD and TV
Refer http://www.conservationvolunteers.com.au/about-us/land-management/chakola
Bookings: Freecall: 1800 032 501 or 03 5330 2600, email: booking@conservationvolunteers.com.au
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2012 SBW Reunion, Coolana, Kangaroo Valley
Next month, that‟s March for people with calendars, digital watches and/or good memories, the Annual SBW
Reunion will be held on the weekend of Saturday, 17 March and Sunday 18 March. This will be the 80 th Reunion and
it is designed for all SBW members, old, new, tall, short, active, non-active, radio-active, men and women, plus
their spouses, partners, children, parents, grandparents, grandchildren and special friends. The grade is easy;
distance from the carpark is about 1000 metres with another 1000 metres back again; ups and downs, just one hill.
Instead of walking up or down the hill avail yourself of one of the fleet of free rickshaws, or better still take the
scenic chairlift with its spectacular treetop views.
Special Notice.
On Sunday 18 March at 11 AM a memorial to Frank Rigby will be held and his ashes scattered. Frank (or Digby) was
born in Brisbane in 1927, the same year as Sydney Bush Walkers, and received his flannel flower badge of
membership on 3 August 1951 aged 24. He led many walks and was led on an uncountable number of other walks. In
1960 he married fellow Club member Joan Walker. He was magazine editor in 1957/1958 and in 1966/1967 and
President in 1967/1969. Frank and Joan moved to Canberra in 1969 but managed to take part in SBW walks from
time to time. At the Club's 50th Anniversary in 1977 Frank said the best single thing he ever did in his life was to
join the Sydney Bush Walkers. Frank expressed the hope that he will still be counted in the Club's ranks when “they
carry me out”. Frank has now been carried out; his ashes at Coolana will mean he is still part of SBW. The Rigby
bypass track is named after Frank.
Car Parking. Car parking at Coolana can be a problem. Park neatly and closely, conserve parking space. Overflow
parking arrangements are - just before the left hand turn off to Mt Scanzi, take the dirt road on the right directly
under the 330 kV Power Lines - park on the grass and at the 1080 Poison sign, carry your pack and follow the foot
track for 12 mins through the bush along the "Reserve Road " to Coolana.
Reunion Objectives.
The first SBW Reunion in 1932 was instigated by Mouldy Harrison to promote harmony and camaraderie within the
Club. Mouldy‟s objectives of 1932 are as valid today as then.
Camping. There are 53 hectares of land at Coolana on which to pitch your tent. This year all „tentees‟ are
invited to try-out the bigger, better, brighter Eastern Camping Area. Direction are simple, down the hill
to the Tool Shed, then right (east) downhill to a Red Flag in a tree– follow the path through two rain forested
creeks to the huge Eastern Flat; with two tanks with water taps and lots of firewood. Enjoy.
Tree Planting. To celebrate The Year of the Dragon SBW members are invited to plant a tree sapling as their
personal tree – a GPS reading will be taken and given to you with tree species details – so that you can come back
over the years, give it a big hug, lean against it, and one day camp underneath it. Please bring some gardening
gloves. To ensure that a sapling is reserved for you at the Reunion, preferably email Don Finch on

donfinch@live.com or phone 9452 3749 (home), 0418 417 593 (mobile).
Coolana Concert, „en plein aire’, in the SBW Concert Hall, on Saturday at 3 PM, preceded by Happy Hour. Essential
to bring your own chair (to keep your distance from the ants), camera, drinking vessel and contents. A group of
SBW artistes will entertain you. Happy Hour will resume after the Concert.
Transport to Coolana. If you need a lift and if you can give a lift get in early, very early. A partial lift is also
possible from Berry Railway Station. Check for railway track work and if the trains have been replaced by buses.
No track work is proposed for March; but double check. The most convenient station to be picked-up from is
Bombo. Train times are Central/Bombo: 7:29/9:45; 8:29/10:49; 9:29/11:41; 10:29/12:52. Email me your transport
requests and the SBW email message service will do the rest hopefully. This only works if people needing a lift and
people with room in their car both put their hands up.
My Australian calendar tells me that Sunday 18 March is Mothering Sunday, a European celebration of motherhood. Many SBW
members joined the Club at an early age, many were even conceived in the Club, and perhaps that‟s what Mothering Sunday is
all about. All activities, timing, venue, etc as usual are subject to Hughie and her whims and of course fire bans.
SATURDAY:
1. Arrive mid-morning, or come down the day before
2. Relax and enjoy the day, or day walk in the vicinity, e.g. Mount Scanzi,
3. Paddle, swim, canoe or kayak the Kangaroo River;
4. Cycle into Kangaroo Valley village for Devonshire tea, Devonshire coffee or ice cream
5. The Concert starts promptly at about 3 PM. After the concert wander down hill for the continuation of
Happy Hour, a chance to meet, re-meet and mingle
6. About 6 PM, or 1800 hours if you have a sundial, perhaps even a bit earlier happy hour in and around the
western camp fire area, downslope from the toilet, will commence. At about 7 PM the new President or the
recycled President will be formally introduced or re-introduced to the members and invested or re-invested
with the badges and symbols of office, a moving, emotional ceremony
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2012 SBW Reunion, Coolana, Kangaroo Valley cont.
7. The traditional health food supper of spinach pie, March cake, coffee and Milo will be served when ready.
8. Sit, sing, snooze and socialise around the Camp Fire.
SUNDAY:
1. Ritual bathing in the Kangaroo River at 6 AM. (Ed: For those who feel the need)
2. 9 AM damper baking competition (open, children and seniors). Magnificent prizes are to be won. Different,
variable and unwritten criteria are applied with prejudice by the judges in deciding the winner in each
category. The judges‟ decision is final. To date attempts to influence the judges with bribes of money or
by offering very, very special favours have been unsuccessful, however keep trying.
3. 11 AM Frank Rigby memorial.
4. cavort on or in the waters of Kangaroo River
5. The annual, almost forgotten, swimming carnival may be held, depending on circumstances.
6. trip along the Rigby bypass enjoy the beautiful bush of Coolana
7. wander to the source of the Coolana water supply
8. delve in the cracks, crevasses and caves along the escarpment
9. spot one or more of the 44 confirmed bird species on the property
10. Look for other species of flora, birds, terrestrial fauna, etc.
BRING: all the usual, plus chair for concert, happy hour provisions, songbook, good voice, torch, spare/extra
batteries, flour for damper A First Aid Station manned and womaned, accompanied by visiting NZ Read Cross
members, is on hand at all times. The Station includes experienced de-ticking specialists.
Patrick James
(H: 02 9567 9998, patrickjames28@optusnet.com.au)
How to get to Coolana
Just North of the Kangaroo Valley village (see Map), turn West onto the Mount Scanzi Road, and drive 5 kms to the
intersection of the Mount Scanzi Road and Tallowa Dam Road (just past the Power Lines). At the junction, keep
going straight ahead on Tallowa Dam Rd for 100 metres, to the signposted entrance to Coolana.
The entrance is on the North side of the road [at grid reference 692513, on the Burrier Map (8928- 2-S)]. Open &
close the gate, and drive 400 metres on the dirt track to the car park. It is possible to camp near the cars (as this is
near the escarpment, take care at night). The primary camping area is on The Flats beside the river, 600 metres
down the hill following the 4WD Track (which is easy to follow at night with a torch!). The track is suitable for hand
trolleys.
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Ettrema – a spectacular walking area.
Bill Capon
There is a historical walks data base on the website covering 1,200 trips, 100 of which deal with the Ettrema.
They were posted in July 2009. The authors have had limited feedback and believe that this valuable resource has
unfortunately largely gone unnoticed. It was intended to be used as a practical resource for people who want to
put on walks and needed a few ideas. It could remind others of enjoyable walks done in the past and encourage
them to share their enjoyment in articles in the magazine.
The historical walks data base could be made more useful with an introduction to each area. This could cover
such things as travel and access points, camp spots, highlights, availability of water, tracks and so on. I hope we
can get volunteers to cover their favourite area.
I have decided to set the ball rolling by jotting down a few things about the Ettrema. I started this several months
ago but have subsequently lost the draft and all my maps. Consequently any route descriptions do not include grid
references as I am relying on my memory!
The first recorded walk in the Ettrema was from Tallong to Bundanoon in October 1931 and was led by a Miss M Hill.
Walks around Bungonia also date from the early days. Rail transport was obviously used. Trips from Yalwal and
Sassafras date from the 60‟s. In this article I have included what I think are the best and the easiest places to
access. I am not claiming to know more than others; in fact Peter Harris, Bob Hodgson, Maurice Smith and others
have extensive knowledge of the area.
The Ettrema is the northern part of the Morton N P, the southern half being the Budawangs. The best access points are:
 Long Nose and Badgerys Lookout which are about 2 hours from Sydney via the Hume highway. Take the
Tallong turnoff just before Marulan. Bundanoon is another starting point
 Quiera Clearing on the Tolwong road which is off the Sassafras road. This can be reached by taking
Bungonia turnoff from the Hume and going to Nerriga via Oallen Ford
 Yalwal is reached from Nowra.
 Note Yarramunmun and Ettrema firetrails now have locked gates
Maps: Burrier, Yalwal, Sassafras, Touga, Caoura.
Unlike the Budawangs there are virtually no tracks apart from Bungonia and Bundanoon. This does not really
matter as the best access for the most spectacular areas is from Quiera Clearing. Use Naked Pass or Jingles Pass
(named by Ben Esgate after his dog which accompanied him on his walks.) Myall Creek is a great way in but it takes
a bit longer. Transportation Spur is a bit slow and scrubby but it is probably the easiest way. The pass at Pardon
Point is on the right going down.
Highlights of the Ettrema
Myall Creek is a lovely creek. Some parties could have a problem with a drop high up in the creek.
Ettrema Creek from Sentry Box Canyon to the vicinity of Leyden Creek is really beautiful.
Jones Creek is another wonderful creek and is regularly visited by this club. Most parties go as far as the mine.
The section above this is challenging but rewarding and is dangerous when wet.
Plain Creek – the final 800 metres before entering Moore Creek. And then Moore Creek, it has large boulders and is slow if wet.
Bundundah Creek is much smaller than Ettrema and less spectacular. Bundundah Falls although on the map does
not exist. Lower section of Monkey Ropes Creek is worth a look. Use Pass Point or Packhorse Pass to get to Ettrema
Plateau or continue on to Yalwal.
Possibility Point magnificent views, scenic rim just south of Dogleg Creek
Ridge leading to Pucket Pass has good views into Cinch Creek.
Hamlets Crown way up, a bit involved. Good views of gorge.
Discovery Cave (5 star) & Blaydons Pass and Pauls Pass, Dogleg Cave.
Best view of the Shoalhaven is from Split Rock Point. This is out of the way but could be included in a Shoalhaven
– Rotten Creek – Billy Bulloos Crown walk which I am encouraging a well known member of the club to put on. The
trip is a beauty.
Lots of Ettrema walks involve a bit of hard work. It would be good if somebody could put on a relatively easy trip starting at
Quiera Clearing and walking down Ettrema Creek. Maurice Smith did a similar walk a few years ago and it was very popular.
Hope some of you may be motivated to walk in this area or to write an introduction to your favourite area:
if not at least you know about the website which can be accessed using your password. Happy walking!
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“Geocaching” Treasure hunting by GPS
Once again there will be a Geocaching Competition conducted during the Coolana Reunion (17th - 18th March).
This gives you the opportunity to demonstrate your GPS skills and explore some of the relatively unknown
areas of Coolana.
The competition will take place over Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning. Prizes will be offered to those
successfully completing the competition.
What is Geocaching?
Geocaching is the name given to an entertaining adventure game for GPS users. Participating in a
cache hunt is a good way to take advantage of the features and capability of a GPS unit. The basic
idea is to set up caches (containers) and have these referenced by GPS location coordinates. GPS
users can then use the location coordinates to find the caches. Something like a treasure hunt!
It is not our intention to place the caches in very difficult spots or require undue scrambling/ bush
bashing to isolated locations. Coolana, with over 50 hectares, has a wide exposure to river and cliffs,
with creeks and rain forest so there is ample opportunity for some fun exploration during the competition.
What is in the cache?
A cache can come in many forms but for this competition there will be a log sheet (to be signed) and some
tokens/vouchers (to be taken) placed in a plastic box or brightly colored tin. Sometimes a geocache provides the
coordinates of the next, or other caches, but for this competition a list of coordinates will be provided to each
competitor at the start. Hints may also be provided to assist with locating the next cache as we intend to make this
a fun event. The caches may be sought in any sequence in any time during the competition period.
The Coordinates:
GPS 15 digit coordinates and datums will be used and in theory this should give a precise location (to the nearest
square metre). However, tree cover may introduce some variation and make the coordinate less precise. Also,
some allowance should be made for the hiding place (is it in the tree, near a rock?) and, as stated, hints may be
given. Most caches will be near tracks or footpads to avoid trampling of sensitive areas.
The Map:
Although strictly speaking a map is not necessary it may advantageous to have one in order to identify the general
area of the next cache and know how far to walk etc. The map for Coolana is “Bundanoon”. A very limited number
of maps will be available at the starting point. Some of you may prefer to enter the locations and use the “GO TO”
function to show you the way. Others may prefer to down load the list of waypoints (cache positions) and trace a
map. I can email these to you before the event.
How Do You Win And What Is The Prize?
Depending on the ability of our GPS users and the difficulty in locating the caches, the winner/s will be those who
locate the greatest number of caches. The prize/s will be determined on the day.
It would be helpful if those intending to participate could email me so that I will have an idea of how many etc
Bill Holland (billholland@bigpond.com)

Coolana Working Bee

Some photos from our Commercial Sprayer (early January) showing the very good effect of spraying (last year at
this time 90% of the clear ground was covered in 1.5m high verdant weeds) - the spraying was conducted in early
Dec before the weeds went to seed, so we should see a significant reduction next spring in weeds
The up coming Coolana weekend is on Saturday 25 th and Sunday 26th of February.
As usual, we will go early and stay on. I am thinking to leave Sydney on Thursday 23rd February and come home on
Monday 27th February.
Don Finch
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Kosciuszko Huts Update
There had been quite a lot of work done on a range of huts over the summer months.
Up coming activities include:
Work party will rebuild the chimney of Wheelers Hut on the week commencing 20 Feb for a month or more
Mawsons Hut Work Bee 1-4 March
Cesjacks Hut Work Bee 24-25 march
Cootapatamba Hut Work Bee 8 April
Tin Hut Work Bee 21-24 April
Annual General Meeting – Boali Lodge – Thredbo 12 May
For those interested in participating in the above activities, more information about KHA can be found at:
KHA web site: http://khuts.org/ (please note the “News Update section half way down the page which has a
number of interesting Articles)
KHA Forum: http://khuts.org/forum where you can directly interact and have “your say”.

The Midweek Walkers
Bill Holland
Leigh McClintock has organised four days of walking along the Yuragir coast in March – see below. Would you please give
this some thought and let Leigh know if you would like to join him.
Also, Maurie and Barbara Bloom are hosting some mountain walks and other activities in the Snowy Mountains in April.
The venue is Woorabinda Lodge in Jindabyne and a note from Maurie emphasizes the need to let me know if you can join
us.
I have had very little response to the proposed three days bicycle riding in Canberra in early April so this activity will be
cancelled. It was scheduled in the Easter period and this perhaps was not a good idea.
In brief, here is our programme for the next few months with more details shown below. I will examine other
possibilities for the second six months and welcome your input.
February:
March:
April:
May:
June:

Myola
Yuragir Coastal Walk
Woorabinda Lodge – Jindabyne
Moonan Brook Forestry Cottage.
Either Ben Ricketts an Barren Grounds, Pittwater YHA or possibly a return to Newnes Cabins.

In March Leigh McClintock has arranged a very special event:
March: Yuragir Coast al Walk / 27th – 30th March
The Yuragir Coast al Walk Is 65 km along the coast from Angourie in the north to Red
Rock in the south. This unique four day walk traverses Yuraygir National Park, the longest
stretch of protected coastline in NSW, and adjoining Solitary Islands Marine Park.
Along your journey you will encounter vast heathland plains, long sandy beaches,
crystal clear creeks and lagoons, rocky headlands and abundant wildflowers and
birdlife. Taking this walk will enrich you with experiences and memories to value
forever.
It will be four days either pack carrying or day walks from a central base camp – see
separate magazine article by Leigh McClintock
Please contact Leigh 8920 2386 mcclintock@unwired.com.au ASAP to reserve your place.
Please contact me if you would like to join us on any of these activities.
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking,
cycling and kayaking during the quiet times of the week.
The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking. Some even
prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the outdoors.
In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need to know you
are coming.
If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting Bill
Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com
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Skills Enhancement Workshop timetable 2012
Richard Darke
Did you know that there are over 880 Members of SBW, of which around 450 are classified as active Members, and
another 350 or so are classified as Prospectives? These numbers represent a significant growth in membership over
the past few years.
A key objective of the Club is to help our expanding group of Members and Prospectives optimise their bushwalking
skills, whether it be in the fields of navigation, bushcraft, first aid, or leadership development. The Club wants to
help make it easy for Prospectives to progress to full Membership, and to hopefully eventually lead walks of their
own.
The Club also encourages and offers participation in other, complementary outdoor activities such as canyoning,
cross country skiing, orienteering, endurance eventing and paddling.
To this end, the Club has developed a programme of activities in 2012 for you to note in your diaries, as per the
table below. Each course or workshop will also be advertised in the quarterly activities programs as the year
progresses.
These activities are popular – for example, over 30 Prospectives have signed up for the February 25 th Basic Skills
Workshop, so we expect to run 5 of these during 2012.
Are you interested in becoming an overnight walks leader? Then sign-up for the overnight
leaders skills enhancement workshop on 28-29 April, to be run at scenic Wollangambie Crater.
Drop the skills enhancement secretary an email at skillenhancement@sbw.org.au.

SBW Courses 2012
Dates
Location

Course

Comments

Basic Skills Workshops

25-Feb

Centennial Park or
Bobbin head

Abseiling/ rope rescue

3-4 March 2012

Coolana

Paddling workshop

Reunion weekend
(10-11 March)
Reunion weekend
(10-11 March)
24-March

Coolana

Overnight Leadership
Enhancement workshop

28-29 April

Wollangambe
Crater

BWRS Remote Area 1st Aid
Basic Skills Workshop

5-6 and then
19-20 May
26-May

North Wahroonga
Scout Hall
TBA

NavShield

7-Jul

BWRS

Basic Skills Workshop

25-Aug

TBA

Cross Country Skiing workshop

Aug

In conjunction with the NSW Nordic
Ski Club

Basic Skills Workshop

20-Oct

Perisher,
Jindabyne
TBA

Day Leadership
Workshop

10-11 Nov

Coolana

Ratio facilitators/participants to be
1:4

24-Nov

TBA

Rogaining Course
First Aid Renewal

Enhancement

Basic Skills Workshop

Compulsory
course
canyoning participants

for

club

Coolana
NPA HQ, Newtown

Jt. With NPA. One day course, cost
$110.00 or $60.00 if also an NPA
member
Ratio facilitators/participants to be
1:4
Cost $260

The Club also wants to make it easier for Members to obtain and upgrade their first aid qualifications. To this end,
the Committee has recently approved the following enhanced incentives:
1. Members
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The Club will reimburse the cost of a two-day first aid certificate, such as Apply First Aid, (also the
renewal course), for members who have undertaken a minimum of 7 programmed activity days in
the previous 12 months. This represents a reduction from the previous 10 such activities.
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Skills Enhancement Workshop timetable 2012 cont.


The Club will also allow new Members to count the days they did as a Prospective towards the 7
days.

2. Leaders
 The Club will reimburse:
o The cost of a basic first aid certificate, such as Apply First Aid, or the cost of a one day
recertification, for all activity leaders. Leaders are defined as members who have led a
minimum of one trip in the previous 12 months and have submitted a trip for the next
program.
o The cost of a four-day remote area first aid certificate, such as Remote Area First Aid
(RAFA) for all activity leaders.
Members and leaders who wish to claim reimbursement should keep a copy of their course registration and results,
and send an electronic copy to the Treasurer treasurer@sbw.org.au and also th the Skills Enhancement Secretary
skillenhancement@sbw.org.au.

Has your Senior First Aid certificate expired? Then sign-up for the SBW/NPA Joint
Senior First Aid Renewal Certificate at NPA HQ in Newtown on 24 March. Cost $110.00
or only $60.00 if also an NPA member – reimbursable by SBW as per club policy.
Contact NPA’s Fae Barton on operations@npansw.org.au to sign up or call the NPA
office on 9299 0000.

Insurance for Overseas Activities
Austrian Alpine Club: http://www.aacuk.org.uk/home.aspx
Two years ago I was invited by my son to join him on a two-week trip walking the Via Ferrates in the
Italian Dolomites. Normal travel insurance does not cover such activities but I discovered that for £33.50 I
could become a 'senior' member (over 60) of the Austrian Alpine Club (British Section) and get full
insurance for undertaking hazardous activities such as mountain climbing, skiing, abseiling and canyoning
etc anywhere in the world.
Normal membership is slightly more expensive but there are spouse/partner and junior rates. Apart from
the insurance cover you become a member of an active walking club in the UK, mountain activities in
Europe and Nepal, access to huts in the Alps, Tyrol and Dolomites at discounted rates and a quarterly
magazine.
While I haven’t availed myself of these other goodies I have maintained my membership because it
provided personal cover while rock climbing with my sons in Kalymnos, Greece, last May. Finding
insurance for hazardous activities overseas is quite difficult and this information may be of use to
members who are planning an overseas trip that goes beyond Contiki tours.
Richard Lowson
Thanks Richard – a great tip! (As some of us found out on a trip a few years ago in the French Alps when skiing down
a glacier, and “someone” lost an edge and negligently slipped into a crevasse. We hauled him out, dusted him off
and put him in the Helo we had called up, and then visited him in Hospital a few days latter – the French Alpine
Club‟s insurance paying for everything.
Many SBW Members are also Members of the New Zealand Alpine Club
similar cover for NZ

http://alpineclub.org.nz/ which provides

The Personal Accident Insurance Policy, that is part of our Membership fee, only covers Australia and New Zealand
and does not cover Rock Climbing, Mountaineering, Water Skiing and Animal Riding (so, you need to skip the
Elephant ride and leave the Lamas alone).
(The list of activities covered includes Bushwalking, Recreational Walking, Walking, Track/Hut Construction and
Maintenance, Caving, Canyoning, Liloing, Abseiling, Alpine Walking (summer & winter), Snow Skiing, Canoeing,
Kayaking, Boating, Rafting, Swimming, Cycling, Rock Scurrying and use of hand held ropes and safety belay
equipment as part of a Bushwalk, Caving, Orienteering, Rogaining, Rescue and Leader Training and other related
instructions, Voluntary Work for various Charities and not for profit organisations).
Note: those Members with Gold, Platinum or Diamond Credit Cards, who use them to purchase airplane tickets for
overseas holidays, usually automatically get quite good travel insurance as part of the card benefits (but read the
fine print – they usually cover Scuba Diving but not Via Ferrates).
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“Paddling” in SBW
The Paddling Handbook and Self Appraisal process has been in place since ANZAC Day last year - this was on the
basis that we would “Pilot” them for a year, and then see if any enhancement/ refinement was appropriate.
Can the SBW Paddlers please?
a) Refresh their knowledge of the Handbook (and do the Self Appraisal if they have not already done so - and send
the Self Assessments to skillenhancement@sbw.org.au
b) After Easter (or beforehand) send our Skills Enhancement Secretary any points for potential enhancement of the
Handbook and other materials
The documents are available in the Members Area of the SBW Website at:
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-paddling.seo

Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad – 7th Anniversary Dinner
A very successful Dinner was held on Saturday 12 November with about 90 participants, at the very nice Coogee Bay
Hotel. Over fine wines and a three course meal the evolution of the BWRS was suitably commemorated (with Caro
Ryan artfully orchestrating the audio visual show). Some details on the history of BWRS can be accessed at
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=history . It was also good to see and catch up with some older SBW faces which
included: Gordon Lee (who is a current SBW Honorary Life Member, flowing from his service as President of SBW
and of Confederation) and also Jim Oxley (for many years the BWRS Media Officer).
Ex Premier Bob Carr was the very eloquent Guest Speaker, and he recounted how many of the BWRS personalities
had contributed to conservation in the heady decades of the 1970s and 80s, where over 350 new National Parks
were gazetted. In particular, he mentioned the contribution made by an number of our Members: Myles and Milo
Dunphy, Colin Putt, Alex Colley, and of course Dot Butler and Marie Byles (for details of some of SBWs‟ notables,
refer to the bottom of our “About Us” page at: http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-about-us-sydneybushwalkers-sydney-bush-walkers-walking-club-sydney-bushwalking-bush-walking.seo ). Michael Keats also donated
a number of his books as gifts to the Speakers and Master of Ceremonies.
One off Commemorative Medals were conferred on a number of past and present Members of SBW in recognition of
their close involvement with and substantive contribution to BWRS over the years. These included:
Paddy Pallin (founding Member of S & R and its first Director)
Jean Trimble (awarded to her daughter Nancy Pallin)
Robert Pallin (past Director of S & R)
Heather White (a past President of SBW and also heavily involved in BWRS)
The Volunteer Rescue Association Service Medal was also awarded to a number of SBW Members who have served
BWRS. This Medal is part of the NSW Honours System and this important Medal recognises more than 10 years
exceptional service to the community.
SBW therefore has pleasure in communicating, commending and congratulating: Mark
Dabbs, Robert Barrie and Jim Rivers (as the VRA Medal is won on the left breast, in Jim‟s
case this will help to balance up his extensive existing “Medal Rack”, which includes his
Commendation for Bravery for impeding an armed bank robbery a few years ago).
Some of you may not have seen that SBW has an existing web page that recognises the
contribution of our Members who are members of the Squad, and who are undergoing
training, and especially those “Ready for Call Out”:
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-bushwalkers-wilderness-rescue-squad.seo
Brendon Anderson, Robert Barrie, Sue Bucknell, Lesley Clarke, Emmanuelle Convert, Mark Dabbs, Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles, Jodie Dixon, Alitia Dougall, Marcia Kaye, Gavin Marshall, Lisa McCarthy, Caro Ryan, Jim Rivers and Ian
Thorpe
The evening concluded with a short slide show on the new Headquarters building that the BWRS is constructing at
Rooty Hill (refer: http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=image/tid/31 ). This is to include covered parking for the “Troopy”
and Trailer, storage for all the gear, a Conference/Training Room, Office space and a Museum section. Once
complete (and they are looking for donations to assist – if anyone knows of a commercial Company that is looking
for a sponsorship opportunity, please “facilitate”) it is foreshadowed that there will be a suitable opening
ceremony and party.
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“The Greater Gardens of Stone
National Park & beyond – Book 1”
Book Review
Ian Wolfe
The immediate and overwhelming impression generated by this book is of the massive number of hours that have
been expended by the authors (Michael Keats and Brian Fox, both established authors with a number of publications
to their credit) in walking this magnificent country of rocky ridges, slots and Pagodas. Then you realise that this is
“just” book number 1, and that there are seven to come! However, it quickly becomes obvious that this book is a
labour of love, recording many pleasant days of wandering and exploring. The objective being to impart “the
knowledge” to others, so that they too can experience these special places. Few of us are this altruistic, nor would
we be able to craft the time and energy to go through the considerable research and publishing grindstone to bring
such a project to fruition.
Therefore, we who will enjoy the munificence of this bounty should be duly
appreciative of this marvellous present!
Having walked a fair bit in this area, having had many a “break” on a Point pondering a distant ridge line, and
wondering “does it go?”, I found myself skipping ahead to find out the key points of the route, and experiencing a
number of “Damm! If only I had known at the time!” moments. I feel certain that many others will have a similar
reaction, and that this volume will serve as a very valuable reference when planning walks in the area. Nor will it
be just “shelf ware”, rather, due to the book‟s fairly robust construction and high quality paper (with large font), I
suspect that it will become the Bible to be carried when walking in the area.
Twenty Five Walks are described, with the format of: an extract of the relevant Topo Map (with a dotted route
marked), a list of Maps, a Table with Grid References and times, Walk Notes, and then a number of pages narrating
an actual walk that was conducted. This provides a very comprehensive “How To” guide for anyone wanting to plan
and lead the walk, or to read up on a walk that they are to participate in, or to reminisce about a past foray. The
level of detail is such that any competent leader, who had some experience of route finding in Pagoda country,
could easily follow. The narrative section may strike some readers as a bit “folksy”, but it is an effective and
empathetic way of providing the necessary progressive detail, whilst avoiding overly complex and prescriptive
“Track Notes”.
The text is generously sprinkled with the names of current members of SBW (also some names of other well known
walkers, who are members of a certain “day” walking club) and there are nice photos of many of them (although be
warned, there are 14 photos of Michael..., and Brian is obviously a much shyer person). The 400+ photos are a good
mix of people, places and routes which combine to give a realistic perspective of this wonderful, yet challenging
country. Certainly, the authors have emphasised the attributes of the Gardens of Stone whilst also being quite
responsible in making it very clear that this area is not for the faint hearted – one needs to be prepared for scrub,
for heat, for grazes and bruises when traversing this rocky countryside and be able to navigate & route find in
complex terrain.
Many of the photos show the remarkable twisted and contorted rock formations that make this area famous, along
with their romantic names drawn from mythology. Unfortunately, the finish on the photos is slightly uneven to the
touch, and this is probably a function of the unenviable trade off of quality to cost (and at only $50 this book is very
moderately priced in relation to the substantial cost of producing a book of this standard – it would make a
wonderful Xmas or birthday present).
I tried hard to pick some holes in the routes described (after all, I was asked to make this a “Critical Review”) and
in the end, I found one! The 2007 trip from McLeans Pass is listed as “exploratory”...yet Oliver Crawford has only
been doing this trip for the last 30 years, and it was done again, and written up, early last year? – it is one of our
classic weekend trips, where the traverse from Newnes to Baal Bone Gap is conducted, spending two days enjoying
the vision splendid of sandstone cliffs, Pagodas, obscure passes and secret slots (having walked all over the world, I
rate this trip as in the top 10 “traverses” in the world). There is also a magical mini city of Pagodas that is known
as Tenochtitlan. The rest of the routes look fine, although I think some of them are probably “rope handy” and I
will have to go and do some wandering.
There is a wealth of information on the geology of the area and the competing theories concerning the origin of
Pagodas and the associated weathering process. It is a bit humbling when you read the age of these formations, and
realise that this area has been one of the most geographically stable landforms for eons i.e. the Pyramids of Egypt
and the Ziggurats of Ur are but “Johnny come lately” compared to our Pagodas. This then sets the scene for
interesting sections on the aboriginals, early settlers and the extensive history of mining in the area. One deficit is
the scant detail in respect the fine old bush pass time of “Cattle Duffing”, for which the area was renown (due to
the abundance of Passes, and discrete valleys for hiding the beasties until things had “cooled off” and the Traps
otherwise occupied). Also, that in the 70s to 90s, that a fair amount of Pot was propagated in the valleys with
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“The Greater Gardens of Stone National Park & beyond –
Book 1” Book Review cont.
water (often protected by Guards with Guns, Dogs with sharp teeth and Booby Traps....which certainly added spice
to a trip!).
The end papers contain a substantial list of abbreviations, list of maps and a bibliography to aid further research.
There is also a good index with each page offset by a full page photo – but a note of caution, Page 395, has a Black
Snake who strikes off the page at you! The other useful focus is to alert readers to the need for concerted action to
conserve this area against the ongoing threat of coal mining, and particularly of the impact of the big wall
technique – this sees the “face” progressively collapse behind the Digger and results in cracking of the overlying
sandstone, cliff collapses, fracturing of the water table, destruction of swamps (through draining) and the
associated impact on the unique flora and fauna of the region.
In all, this book is a very valuable addition to a walking library (or even a coffee table), and a testament to a great
deal of skill and commitment by the authors. I look forward, in the years ahead, as the seven companions are
progressively released (not sure that I can juggle my commitments to walk that fast though...)

Spring Social Program
Kathy Gero

SBW Annual General Meeting

March 14
7.35pm

All members & prospectives (as observers) are encouraged to attend this important function and
thereby help to shape club for 2012.

March 17-18

Annual Coolana Reunion
Members, family & friends, prospectives are invited to join us for the 2012 Reunion at the club's
property, Coolana. Campfire & party on Saturday night, investiture of the new President AND on
Sunday, the scattering of Frank Rigby's ashes.
Contacts:
Bill Holland (h )42963084 / (m) 0418 210 290 & billholland@bigpond.com
or
Patrick James (h & w) 95679998 / (m) 0409 041 515 & patrickjames28@optusnet.com.au

March 21
7.35pm

April 18
7.35pm

May 16
7.35pm

Shauna Chadlowe from Australian Wildlife Conservancy
AWC is an independent, non-profit organisation successfully using science & innovation to secure
the future of Australia's threatened wildlife (which is declining rapidly.) Shauna will share with
us how this is being done.

Richard Pattison’s Climb of Ama Dablam (6812m)
Our intrepid club member, Richard Pattison climbed this iconic Himalayan peak in October 2011.
Through photos, stories & action video clips, he will bring to life this one month long expedition

Magical and Mystical Hinchinbrook Island
Club member, Rory Fagan spent a week on this island and climbed Mt. Bowen. We shall be able
to relive the experience here at Kirribilli through his presentation.
ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOUR HOOD CENTRE
Please remain downstairs until 7.35pm as we do not wish to disturb the other groups
that use the Neighbour Hood Centre. Come along and support our guest speakers!

Communication problems with the club???
Would you like to change your mailing address??? Don’t know who to contact??? Please use the contacts
below to resolve any problems you may have!
Mailing list - join, not receiving, problems???
→ Contact communications@sbw.org.au
Website - contributions, suggestions, errors???
→ Contact webmaster@sbw.org.au
Address and email changes???
→Contact databasemanager@sbw.org.au

Need Your SBW Website Login Details?
If you've forgotten or are not sure what your website login details are, please email the SBW Web
Administrator at webmaster@sbw.org.au to obtain them. You may also request to reset your login details by
suggesting a Username and Password that is easy for you to remember. Please provide your first name, last
name and address in the email so that your identity as an SBW member can be verified.
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SYDNEY BUSH WALKERS INC
NOMINATION FORM – for Election of SBW’s Committee
2012 ANNUAL ELECTIONS
I, ................................................. a member of the Sydney Bush Walkers Inc (SBW)
(full name)
propose the nomination of the Candidate for election to the Committee position(s) of SBW.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
….
(Full name of the Candidate)
...................................
Signature of Proposer (or by e-mail)
Date: ..............................

I, ................................................. a member of SBW
(full name)
second the nomination of the Candidate for election to a Committee position(s) of SBW.

...................................
Signature of Seconder (or by e-mail)
Date: ..............................

Candidate Contact Details
Telephone: Work………….………………Home ……………..…………… Mobile: ………….….…………..
Email: ……………………………….………………………………………
The Candidate, being a member of the SBW, is nominated for the position(s) of:
President

_____

Vice President

_____

Secretary

_____

Treasurer

_____

Committee Member (5 positions)
_____ (please indicate preferred roles: New
Members, Membership, Activities Coordination, Communications, Skills Enhancement)
(Members may be nominated for more than one position - please indicate at least one.)

...................................
Signature of the Candidate (or by e-mail)

Date: ..............................
Note: The Nomination Form must be delivered to the Club Secretary at least 7 days before the date fixed for
the holding of the Annual General Meeting at which the election is to take place.
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